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Introduction
Inspiring Spirituality and Religious Plurality in the Late Medieval 

Low Countries

On the way back from a late medieval shopping trip to Paris, with the explicit pur-
pose of buying books that would help him with the preparation of his sermons, 
Geert Grote (d. 1384) visited John of Ruusbroec (d. 1381) in his Groenendaal 
monastery near Brussels.1 This was only one of a number of visits Grote paid to 
the mystic. Grote, who, triggered by a nearly fatal illness had converted after a 
life of sin and had been rejected by the Carthusian order because of his bodily 
weakness, no doubt sought spiritual inspiration. Although the conversations be-
tween Grote and Ruusbroec might have revealed more differences than similari-
ties between their ways of thinking and their preferred directions in religious life 
– Grote was not uncritical of Ruusbroec’s writings –, this would not have outdone 
the initial inspiration the Northern Netherlandish founder of the Devotio Moder-
na must have felt when reading Ruusbroec’s work, and still later when translating 
it after he was banned from preaching.2 The slight disappointment Grote might 
have felt in the conversations with the man he admired and his own determination 
to proclaim a new kind of religiosity during his preaching campaigns, can be seen 
as epitomes of the mechanism of inspiration in general, and in religious life in par-
ticular. By constantly reflecting on older ideas people moved forward to ‘new(er)’ 
forms of religious practice fit for modern-day life, without ever entirely leaving 
past thoughts and worlds behind.

Just as Ruusbroec’s famous Groenendaal priory had started off as a communi-
ty of priests that later adopted the Rule of St Augustine, the followers of Geert 
Grote left the town of Zwolle in 1384 to build a convent in which they would live 
as followers of the same rule, as Regular Canons of St Augustine. As the move-
ment initiated by Grote, which we have come to know as the Modern Devotion, 
attracted more and more men and women who wanted to dedicate themselves to 
a life of intense spirituality, the initial ideals and ways of life became increasingly 
diversified and complex. The first communities were organised as lay communi-
ties that gradually developed into Houses of Sisters and Brothers of the Common 
Life. Over time congregations could go through a number of transitions, adopting 
stricter (monastic) rules – a process known as ‘claustralization’. Institutionally the 
Devotio Moderna took shape in three branches: the ‘original’ Houses of Broth-
ers and Sisters of the Common Life, the Regular Canons and Canonesses and the 
Tertiaries of St Francis. The various rules supplemented with constitutions and 

1  For Grote’s biography see e.g. Weiler 1984, pp. 9-55. Warnar 2007, pp. 129-130, p. 133, pp. 232-234, 
and p. 312 on the meetings between Grote and Ruusbroec.

2  Weiler 1984. More on the translations in Warnar 2007, in particular pp. 233-235 and pp. 313-315.
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the changes communities underwent over time brought a fascinating yet in retro-
spect often difficult discernable diversification to the movement.  

Over the last decades the Modern Devotion received increasing and interna-
tional scholarly attention. One of the major achievements of Koen Goudriaan, 
professor of Medieval History at the Vrije Universiteit Amsterdam from 2001 to 
2015, is the study of the institutional diversity of religious communities connect-
ed to the Modern Devotion. Yet his work is far more encompassing and combines 
meticulous philology of individual texts – no doubt a merit of his background as 
a classical scholar – with comprehensive archival research and collections of large 
bodies of data, for example on the production of vernacular religious works on 
the early printing press. His field thus extends to late medieval piety and religious 
practice in general, with a particular interest in the impact of the Modern Devo-
tion and the printing press. The essays collected in the current volume represent 
the varied perspectives of Goudriaan’s work on the late medieval religious land-
scape of the Low Countries. 

From Classicist to Medievalist

Koen Goudriaan (1950) started his academic career as a classicist. After studying 
Classics (1967-75) at the Vrije Universiteit (VU) Amsterdam, he taught in sec-
ondary school before becoming ‘wetenschappelijk medewerker’ [lecturer] at his 
alma mater in 1981, though not in the Classics department, but the History de-
partment, where he taught Ancient History. One of his early exploits was Ethnic-
ity in Ptolemaic Egypt (1988), a book that could easily have done as a PhD thesis, 
according to his supervisor on the occasion of the actual viva of his dissertation 
Over classicisme. Dionysus van Halicarnassos: zijn program voor welsprekend-
heid, cultuur en politiek [On Classicism. Dionysius of Halicarnassos: his Pro-
gramme for Eloquence, Culture and Politics], well defended in 1989. Chapter one 
of this dissertation still stands as an excellent analysis and summary of ancient 
rhetoric and also deserves to be published in English (which lies beyond the scope 
of the present volume, however).

By that time Koen Goudriaan, in an age of severe cutbacks in higher education, 
had to make a career change. He had to make a switch from teaching Ancient His-
tory to teaching Medieval History at the VU. Goudriaan dedicated himself com-
pletely to the task of teaching Medieval History. And generations of students of 
Medieval History at the Vrije Universiteit Amsterdam profited from this transi-
tion. The editors consider themselves to be first and second generation pupils of 
Goudriaan’s teaching as a medievalist, and they look back at his lectures and sem-
inars with fond memories. A professor in the true sense of the word: students al-
ways came first, right to the very last year, in which he devised yet another new 
course! The immense student attendance at his farewell lecture on 17 September 
2015 was a clear sign of how Koen Goudriaan was appreciated as a teacher.

In terms of research, the transition from Ancient to Medieval History also 
meant a serious switch. Though the natural option would have been to target 
the early medieval period, circumstances in university research were such that 
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research had to be focused on relatively close collaboration in a designated area 
and era. For the Department of Medieval History at the VU this meant a focus 
on culture and religion in the high and especially the late Middle Ages in the Low 
Countries. Koen Goudriaan embarked on studying a town that had not received 
the attention that towns in its proximity had: Gouda became his first target, where 
culture, capital and religion in the late Middle Ages were concerned. He acquaint-
ed his students with the computer at an early age, ploughing through the town’s 
account books, and analysing the results to be put in a database, something of a 
novelty at the time. 

It was in Gouda too that Goudriaan’s interest in the history of the early print-
ing press was awakened. His study of the Gouda printer Gerard Leeu resulted 
in the volume Een drukker zoekt publiek [A Printer in Search of a Readership], 
which he edited.3 Goudriaan’s in-depth knowledge of Gouda meant that he had 
to take a leading role in writing the town’s history and so he did; as an editor and 
a writer he became the chronicler of medieval Gouda, culminating in the publica-
tion of Duizend jaar Gouda [A Thousand Years Gouda], a volume to which he 
made major contributions.4 To this day, Koen Goudriaan will always be the first 
point of reference where medieval Gouda is concerned. His background as a clas-
sical scholar also enabled him to contribute considerably to the early history of 
humanism in Holland, again with a Gouda connection.

By that stage, Goudriaan had already firmly focused on the history of the late 
medieval religious landscape. His project on the Third Order of St Francis result-
ed in a cornucopia of publications and papers presented by him and his pupils at 
congresses at home and abroad, the International Medieval Congress in Leeds in 
particular, including two important dissertations supervised by him.5 This steady 
focus on the late medieval religious landscape is also the subject of this volume.

Eleven Essays

The articles in the present volume provide a representative sample of Koen 
Goudriaan’s substantial contribution to scholarship on late medieval history. Each 
of the three headings under which the editors have subsumed the essays represents 
a major line of thought and field of interest in Goudriaan’s research: religious com-
munities and institutions, the cult of the dead, and vernacular religious texts on the 
early printing press. The first section, Religious Communities and Institutions, en-
compasses five essays in which the ideas for religious reform, pious leadership and 
the development of religious communities and other intuitions are scrutinized. 

Geert Grote’s De simonia ad beguttas, which despite of its later Latin title 
was written in the Dutch vernacular, provided lay people who felt compelled to 
self-reformation with an inspirational discussion of basic problems of monastic 
reform. The only surviving manuscript is in Low German and originates from 

3  Goudriaan a.o. 1993.
4  Abels a.o. 2002.
5  The bibliography contains numerous publications by Sabrina Corbellini, Madelon van Luijk and 

Hildo van Engen who were involved in the project.
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a community that before entering the sphere of the Modern Devotion existed as 
a Beguine house. Through the text, composed in the form of a consilium, Grote 
translated an essentially Latinate form of complex argumentation into the vernac-
ular and transmitted advanced academic learning to a non-Latinate, lay audience, 
which was not without risk. Goudriaan places the text within Grote’s oeuvre and 
thoroughly analyses its style and contents. The examination results in some re-
vealing conclusions about the text as a coherent argument in which Grote expands 
the notion of simony by claiming a deeper, moral understanding of religio outside 
the strict canonical sense. In principle, religion was not restricted to those who 
had taken the monastic vows. Perfection was possible outside the state of perfec-
tion, i.e. a monastic order, which allowed for practices of simony that belonged 
to the domain of conscience and could not be brought before an ecclesiastical tri-
bunal. The purchase of a place in a Beguinage was one of these practices. Towards 
the end of the essay a brief yet important comparison to the ideas of John Wyclif 
shows the essential differences between the two reformers. Grote was much more 
inclined to accept existing Church hierarchy and opposed to radical changes in its 
institutional structures. These ideological differences might explain the divergent 
fates both reform movements met. 

 The discussion of the role of strong, independent women in the early stage of 
the emerging Devotio Moderna is a valuable contribution to the way female agen-
cy and authority was construed in Holland and the city of Utrecht around 1400. 
Using narrative sources such as chronicles and sister books, legal documents in-
cluding privileges and transactions, and a series of three Devout Letters writ-
ten during the foundation process of the monastery of Jerusalem near Utrecht, 
Goudriaan explores the basis upon which the authority of these women rested. 
The encounter with eight women from towns such as Delft, Gouda and Leiden, 
shows their skills in management and their religious wisdom. Both qualities con-
tributed greatly to their leadership, as did material wealth, social status and the 
‘women’s network’ they maintained. The analysis of their cooperation with male 
clergy is enlightening as to the strategies they employed in acquiring their posi-
tion and influence. 

The inspiring leadership of these women coincided, not surprisingly, with the 
appearance of a large number of new female communities in the decades around 
the turn of the fifteenth century. In its early years the communities of this ‘sec-
ond religious women’s movement’ sparked by the Modern Devotion were not yet 
clearly distinguishable from Beguine houses, which were essentially products of 
the first, thirteenth-century wave of female religiosity in northern Europe. Nei-
ther the concept nor the identity of the Houses of Common Life was clearly de-
fined from the beginning of Grote’s reform movement. This causes difficulties 
in classifying female religious communities in this time and space. Old and new 
found common ground in the Third Rule of St Francis, which was adopted both 
by Sisters of the Common Life, and, from earlier on, by Beguines. Drawing on 
data from his Kloosterlijst [List of Monasteries],6 Goudriaan provides a new con-

6  Kloosterlijst. Beknopt repertorium van de zevenhonderd middeleeuwse kloosters binnen de grenzen 
van het huidige Nederland, http://www2.let.vu.nl/oz/kloosterlijst. 




